
Spinning Together 
How does your group want to arrange itself?
What spinning challenge are you collectively going to follow? Some possible suggestions…
Check out the two patterns designed for this Seminar by Brooke Ali and Danny Ouelette and have
a spin-along using one of them!
Have a dye day, play with colour and use your dyed fibre for your group challenge 
Get and divide up a fleece - transportation/mailing
Creative prompt (painting, photo, paint chips, books, poems…)

Book(s): The Vampire Knitting Club (Book), Harry Potter series, Lord of the Rings series, etc
Music style…
Limited Series - Game of Thrones, Crown, Downton Abbey, The Tudors, Outlander, The
Queen's Gambit, Call the Midwife, Wheel of Time, Doctor Who, Bridgerton
Movies - Encanto, Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings, Black Panther,

Project-based: ex. Twisted Sisters (based around an item or a pattern)
Skill-based: focus on a specific spinning technique
Skill-based: focus on a specific fibre prep, colour effect, etc…
Surprise fibre from the Fibre Fairy - determine the amount of fibre - ex: 25g 

What are the rules of engagement? Can you add more fibre? Etcetera…
Follow different prompts when spinning - maybe emailed to folks, use a randomizer, choose x
number of techniques (this approach would need to have an organizer to facilitate the process…)
Or another idea… There are so many more!!!
Are you and your group going to send anything through the post office? Or are you and your group
going to meet up in person (if the health guidelines allow for this)?
Are you going to have a timeline?
Are you going to meet periodically?
How are you going to share your spinning/project?
Bring your friend(s) and spinning projects to the Seminar in 2023 to share what you made in the
Display Room!
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 Have Fun Spinning Together


